
QUALIFICATIONS / EDUCATION 

Advocate & Solicitor, Singapore, 2019 

LLB Cum Laude (with distinction), Singapore Management University, 2018 

MATTER EXPERIENCE

Labour & Employment (Civil / Criminal) 

 Acting for a mining corporation to resist an employee’s claim for wrongful dismissal; 

 Acting for an online platform to resist an employee’s claim under a shareholder agreement; 

 Acting for an accountancy firm to enforce restrictive covenants against a former employee;  

 Advising the Ministry of Manpower (“MOM”) on investigations and statutory interpretation; 

 Prosecuting employers, employees and other entities for offences under Singapore’s employment 

legislation, including the Employment Act (“EA”), Employment of Foreign Manpower Act (“EFMA”), 

Employment Agencies Act (“EAA”), Workplace Safety and Health Act (“WSHA”) and Work Injury 

Compensation Act (“WICA”). 

Commercial Disputes (Litigation / Arbitration/ Mediation)

 Acting as lead counsel for a former director and successfully resisted a judgment creditor’s attempt 

to bankrupt the former director for a debt in excess of S$1,700,000; 

 Acting for cryptocurrency investors and successfully obtained a world-wide Mareva injunction for 

the value of US$9,799,221; 

 Acting in the shareholder dispute involving Tong Guan Food Products; 

 Acting for a cinema chain in a copyright infringement dispute; 

 Acting for a design company, and its related entities, in bringing copyright infringement claims, 

involving court proceedings in multiple jurisdictions and novel issues regarding litigation funding; 

 Acting for a director and key employee in an appeal against their liability for breach of director and 

fiduciary duties; 

 Acting for the 2nd respondent in an appeal involving an alleged trust over a landed property and 

successfully resisted the appeal; 

 Acting for a high-net-worth individual to enforce a contract for the sale of land, successfully obtained 

the remedy of specific performance through summary judgment; 

 Acting for a general counsel of a listed company and negotiated a settlement for a defamation suit 

between the general counsel and another key employee. 



Personal data protection

 Drafted privacy policies for various businesses, including a telecommunications company with a 

facilities-based operations (“FBO”) licence; 

 Advised on internal policies for data breach management and notification, and internal Personal 

Data Protection Act (“PDPA”) compliance measures. 

APPOINTMENTS

Joel is a member of the Law Society and Singapore Academy of Law. 


